
Michael David Robbins is a remarkable soul who did much on many levels during his most recent 

physical incarnation. Here are just a few of Michael’s many contributions: 

• Michael was deeply dedicated to and respectful of the Ancient Wisdom and the teachings of the 

Tibetan Master DK, and recorded numerous commentaries on the blue books such as “A 

Treatise on Cosmic Fire”, all the way up until the weeks before his passing. 

• Michael also took the Ancient Wisdom and expanded upon it or contributed to it in his own 

ways, through his books such as “Tapestry of the Gods” and “Infinitization of Selfhood”, along 

with more interactive offerings such as the Personal Identify Profile (PIP) and Transpersonal 

Astro-Rayological Analysis (TARA) tests that he designed with Rick Good. 

• Michael started, directed, or otherwise contributed to many group initiatives, such as the 

organizations Seven Ray Institute (SRI), University of the Seven Rays (USR), and Morya 

Federation. There were also numerous smaller projects, such as the Fellowship of Cosmic Fire 

Yahoo group, the Monadic Quest mailing list, and the Seeds of the Infinite (SOTI) teachings. 

• Michael could also work effectively on a more personal level. For example, the Morya Section in 

which Michael would personally reply to the meditation reports of much of the Morya 

Federation faculty. Even on an individual level he went above and beyond, for example on four 

separate occasions he replied to my own Morya Federation MSS student Reports with audio 

recording responses over 50 minutes long! 

• Michael certainly embodied the “soul-infused personality” and more, and could express soul 

qualities without being coldly detached. In all my times of observing him, I never once saw him 

act out of irritation or be motivated by personal desire. Michael led and taught by example! 

Dearest Michael, radiant blessings to you as you “See the Greatest Light” and your journey continues 

and “infinitizes”! ☺ We are and will be with you again in future areas of expression, service, and 

evolution. Thank you for all that you do and are, and have inspired in me and many others, with many 

blessings now and always! LL&P, - Walter  

PS: I’ll conclude with a memorable dream I had about Michael, which illustrates his multidimensionality. 

I initially sent it to Robert Borel, and he passed it on to his mailing list. Robert replied, “I've been on such 

a stairway myself…” Here’s what I wrote: 

“I had a memorable dream about Michael (before his passing). In it we were walking together down a 

hall. To either side were classical performance stages close together (there were at least six in total). 

Each stage was a different aspect of Michael: Michael the opera musician, Michael the husband and 

father, Michael the esotericist, and a few more. Just as the seven kingdoms of nature are ultimately all 

equally important to revealing the purpose of Sanat Kumara (RI p241) so each stage was equally 

significant and representative of Michael’s life. Beyond the stages, we approached a spiral staircase. 

Michael went up, and I tried to follow but couldn’t go far, since the stairs were too tightly twisted. Either 

I wasn’t evolved enough, it wasn’t my path or my time to go, or maybe a combination, but that was 

where we parted and the dream ended (at least in that context, since we are of course all still connected, 

whether in or out of body)! ” 



 

Figure 1: With Michael at the 2017 SRI Conference (Ray 1). 

 

Figure 2: With Michael at the 2019 SRI Conference (Ray 3): 


